The 3 plague pandemics (caused by the bacterium *Yersinia pestis*) are considered among the most infamous---and most fatal---biological events in human history. Significant recent scholarship has investigated the so-called First Pandemic, which began with the Justinianic Plague of circa 541 to 544 CE (hereafter JP), and reoccurred in western Eurasia and North Africa over the next two centuries ([@r1][@r2][@r3][@r4][@r5][@r6][@r7]--[@r8]). The Second Pandemic, beginning with the Black Death, devastated late medieval and early modern Europe, southwestern Asia and North Africa, as well as other regions ([@r9]). The Third Pandemic globalized *Y. pestis* and killed millions in South and East Asia at the turn of the 20th century.

Since research began on the Third Pandemic, scholars have used similar criteria and models to investigate the 3 plague pandemics, frequently making assumptions about the nature of 1 pandemic by drawing upon precedents from the others. Early researchers of the Third Pandemic explicitly connected it to the earlier two ([@r10][@r11]--[@r12]). For decades now, research on prelaboratory plagues has been a multidisciplinary endeavor and scholarly cross-pollination has reinforced the consensus that the first 2 pandemics had similar outcomes (e.g., ref. [@r6]).

Recent isolations of *Y. pestis* DNA in prelaboratory European human remains has validated the long-held assumption that the same pathogen was present during the 3 pandemics ([@r4], [@r13][@r14][@r15][@r16]--[@r17]). Based on molecular and historical research, a broad consensus (hereafter "the maximalist position") has developed across disciplines that estimates JP mortality in the tens of millions, with numbers ranging between 15 and 100 million, or alternatively, 25 to 60% of the estimated population of the Late Roman Empire (for recent estimates, see refs. [@r3], [@r6], and [@r17]). This conception of the plague's impact has shaped modern histories of Eurasia. Plague mortality is alleged to have depopulated the "known world" and to have accelerated the transition to a "backward" "Dark Age" period, devastating the Late Roman Empire and extinguishing antiquity (e.g., refs. [@r5] and [@r6]). Yet this narrative overlooks the fact that the political structures of the Western Empire had already collapsed in the 5th century and the Eastern Empire did not decline politically until the 7th century ([@r18], [@r19]).

The extraordinary claims of plague's effects demand extraordinary evidence, but the consensus maximalist position has offered little evidential support when evaluated critically ([@r7]). The existing direct evidence consists of several historical narrative texts and 2 inscriptions (for texts, see refs. [@r6], [@r20], and [@r21]; for inscriptions, see ref. [@r1]). Additional evidence, such as the recent molecular identifications of *Y*. *pestis* in late antique Europeans, suffers from low temporal resolution (uncertainty intervals of 50 y or more) and a minuscule number of known cases (∼45). Moreover, the presence of plague does not in itself confirm a vast mortality in any spatial or temporal terms. A small quantity of indirect evidence that correlates temporally with the First Pandemic, but is not necessarily causally related to it---ranging from ambiguous texts to cultural and economic trends---has also been gathered (e.g., refs. [@r5], and [@r22], [@r23]). Problematically, these data are rarely contextualized; rather, they are cherry-picked to construct maximalist interpretations of the JP while overlooking their uncertainty and low temporal and spatial resolution ([@r24]).

In this paper, we attempt to determine plague's potential effects. We focus on quantitative measures that could reflect population size and illuminate the possible extent of the plague's demographic toll. While methodological limitations do not allow us to establish the absolute size of late antique populations, the datasets we assess indicate there was no 6th century population collapse. By examining several higher-resolution (annual to decadal) datasets before, during, and after the onset of plague in the Mediterranean region in 541 CE, we can begin to determine whether there were significant changes in late antique population levels. In addition, we employ lower-resolution measures to support our argument that evidence for a demographically significant JP is lacking.

Textual (Historical) Evidence to Support Plague Severity Has Been Misused {#s1}
=========================================================================

To date, 3 catalogs for the JP have been assembled, using late antique texts and inscriptions to trace plague outbreaks from circa 541 to 750/767 ([@r6], [@r20], [@r21]). They remain the key reference works for JP research. Although they differ in their methodology, all 3 point to repeated occurrences of the JP (termed "waves" or "amplifications") following the initial outbreak of 541 to 544. The earliest catalog proposed 14 occurrences and the most comprehensive one has 18; others have argued for 21 ([@r25]). Each recurrence supposedly caused mass death, with a recent estimate of 10% population mortality per recurrence, keeping population levels low for two centuries ([@r6]).

A quantitative examination of the original texts, however, casts doubts upon the purported gravity of most recurrences. The initial JP occurrence is documented at length in Procopius ([@r26]) and John of Ephesus ([@r27]). That this outbreak was a demographic watershed is based upon these authors' writings, implying that late antique plague severity correlates with the quantity and detail of extant contemporary evidence. Following this line of thinking, one would expect that if recurrences were also catastrophic, contemporaries would have discussed them in similar detail. With a few exceptions, however, the recurrences are thinly documented and poorly understood, facts rarely acknowledged in JP research.

Moreover, late antique plague narratives are complex literary accounts with multiple layers of rhetorical meaning. Their authors had political, ideological, and personal purposes for their writing and the texts contain significant biases that must be contextualized. An account of a catastrophic plague could reflect reality or be a gross exaggeration employed to underscore a particular point (e.g., divine disapproval). One key account of the JP, for example, asserts that the initial occurrence killed 99.9% of the population ([@r28]), while another influential late antique author claims that Emperor Justinian---whom the author claims was an "evil demon"---killed 1 trillion people during his reign in various disasters ([@r29]). As these examples imply, late antique claims that plague was omnipresent, or nearly so, must be treated suspiciously. Although each passage should be examined critically, both within the context of the work in which it is encountered and within the work's particular cultural setting, maximalists tend to read plague passages positivistically and to accept late antique claims and commentary on the JP at face value.

Although it has been argued that the JP garnered less attention over time because of the high frequency of plague recurrences, it is striking how numerous late antique texts, including several that purportedly overlook or skim lightly over later JP recurrences, treat other natural disasters, like earthquakes, in detail. Indeed, seismic events are thought to have been far more common and less lethal than outbreaks of the JP, yet they retained the attention of authors throughout late antiquity and beyond (cf. ref. [@r30]). Contemporaries chose to remember and commemorate certain calamities, such as earthquakes and relatively minor volcanic eruptions, but did not memorialize plague ([@r7]).

The plague catalogs group together different texts to reconstruct recurrences, implying that they were significant and that many authors wrote about them. [Fig. 1](#fig01){ref-type="fig"} examines the 18 waves the most comprehensive catalog describes ([@r21]). The results reveal how scant the written evidence is for most of these recurrences, even after we have included sections in which the JP plays a tangential role and texts written centuries after these events. Only 2 short sentences, for example, discuss the supposed 17th wave (circa 732 to 735): "In this year there was a plague \[*thanatikon*, literally a mortality\] in Syria and many people died" ([@r31]) and "And in this year there occurred in Palestine and Egypt a severe pestilence \[*wabā*ʾ, literally an epidemic\]" ([@r32]). Moreover, attempts to construct recurrences overlook the hundreds of contemporary texts in the 5 languages that do not discuss plague. As examples, 1 database has collected the works of approximately 120 authors in Greek in the 6th century alone (<http://stephanus.tlg.uci.edu/>); another reference work lists 107 Latin authors known in that period ([@r33]). As [Fig. 1](#fig01){ref-type="fig"} demonstrates, only a handful of these authors refer to plague in their work. Moreover, the diagnosis of plague is far from clear; half the cataloged sources describe only a vague mortality that could refer to many diseases, and only 20% provide more than a single basic symptom (i.e., buboes) that scholars accept as sufficient for diagnosing plague ([@r20], [@r21]).
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Within the historical texts, the attention given to plague is minimal. Procopius, the author of the most influential passage on the JP, discusses it in less than 1% of his work. Gregory of Tours, the key western European plague reference, similarly devotes at most 1.3% of his work to plague. With 1 or 2 exceptions, similar percentages are the norm. In addition, when there are multiple references to the same outbreak, most authors refer to plague briefly to convey broader ideological or pedagogical concepts and rarely provide details (e.g., mortality, symptoms; discussion in ref. [@r7], pp. 9--16).

The quantitative approach to the written evidence suggested above reveals that the common maximalist JP narrative, which is based almost exclusively on the written evidence, was founded on weak premises. Although it is easy to draw a broad image of plague, portraying it as an almost unparalleled catastrophe, examining the evidence at a higher resolution demonstrates the fatal flaws in this hypothesis.

Promulgation of Laws and Issues of Coinage Not Affected by Plague {#s2}
=================================================================

Few quantitative proxies have been used as evidence for plague given the low data resolution of late antique datasets. [Fig. 2](#fig02){ref-type="fig"} and [*SI Appendix*, Fig. S1](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1903797116/-/DCSupplemental) reveal how 2 measures cited as evidence for plague---the number of laws promulgated per year, and the ratio between the values of gold and bronze coins---appear unaffected by plague. Once legislation is examined at an annual resolution, rather than a chronological division into the pre/postplague reign of Justinian (527 to 565), it becomes clear that the quantity of legislation decreased before the first outbreak of plague in 541 ([Fig. 2](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}). Previously, the legal evidence was used at low data resolution ([@r7]). Moreover, the issuing of legislation dropped before the plague since Justinian had just completed a massive codification project: The *Corpus Iuris Civilis* (i.e., the Code of Justinian) from 529 to 534 ([@r34]). In the immediate aftermath of this codification project, Justinian issued a series of new laws ("novels" in [Fig. 2](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}) to resolve problems and issue corrections beginning in 534, hence the "burst" of legislative activity before the plague. The number of laws promulgated, therefore, fell before the plague, since the codification project and its corrections were now complete, and the commission organized to resolve legal problems was disbanded ([@r35]). Both immediately before the plague outbreak and afterward there would have been fewer pressing reasons to issue more laws (contra ref. [@r36]).
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Similarly, the gold to bronze ratio plummeted before the JP and increased sharply a few years after the decrease attributed to plague ([*SI Appendix*, Fig. S1](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1903797116/-/DCSupplemental)). Moreover, the connection between the plague and any broader fiscal concerns, including the fiduciary issuing of coinage, are deeply unclear ([@r37]).

As the figures show, a high-resolution analysis that considers the broader chronological context fails to identify the influence of the JP. Moreover, as the ensuing discussion notes, ignoring the broader context of legal and economic history in the years before, during, and after the plague outbreak confuses the causality involved.

Papyri Demonstrate Strong Continued Administration and Economic Vitality {#s3}
========================================================================

A quantitative assessment of papyrological evidence to understand local governance and economic growth has not featured in JP debates. Due to environmental conditions, papyri survive in large numbers only in Egypt, where plague entered the Mediterranean. If plague devastated the Egyptian population, as is often stressed, we should expect some discussion of it, or at least adaptation to these changes, in the best-surviving documentary evidence from the period. This, however, is not the case. A survey of the 505 papyri precisely dated to individual years from 520 to 570 reveals neither an observable reduction nor a marked increase (due to more need for documentation based on more deaths) in the total numbers of surviving papyri. There is no evidence corresponding to population decline, land abandonment, or tax revenue reductions that could be attributed to the plague in the second half of the 6th century or even to the initial outbreak of 541 in Egypt ([Fig. 3](#fig03){ref-type="fig"}). Moreover, the authors know of no papyrus document that definitely refers to the plague among the tens of thousands of surviving papyri from the period in which plague allegedly ravaged the Mediterranean ([@r37], [@r38]).
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The same effect is visible in the subset of papyri from the archive of the wealthy Egyptian Apion family, the best documented economic entity in the Roman Empire between the 5th and 7th centuries. This high-resolution papyri dataset reveals no economic stress on the family's estates, which show a substantial increase in revenue (about 30%) between the 540s and 580s, suggesting that plague had no discernible economic effects. Previous work that described JP-driven trends in shifts in Egyptian land tenure rests on a faulty reading of the source material ([@r23]; critique in ref. [@r7]). Similarly, the mid-6th century saw an increase in the number of surviving dated papyri, which do not contain references to the plague ([Fig. 4](#fig04){ref-type="fig"}).
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Contemporary Inscriptions Reveal Continuity over the Plague Period {#s4}
==================================================================

Only 2 inscriptions explicitly refer to the JP over two centuries. Previous scholars have posited that the plague caused a shift away from inscriptions to explain this dearth of evidence ([@r1]). Although numerous compilations of inscriptions have been published, they are not comprehensive, have varying emphases (spatial, chronological, linguistic, and so forth), and overlap at times. Moreover, the data they preserve is often messy, the ways in which they were collected are biased, and the inscriptions themselves are only rarely dated to a specific year. Despite these limitations, our quantitative examination of several compilations found no effect we could ascribe to plague.

We used the Inscriptions Grecques et Latines de la Syrie (IGLS, <https://inscriptions.packhum.org/>) collection from Syria, a region for which we have much literary evidence for plague and a region that scholars argue the JP devastated (e.g., ref. [@r6]). The digitized IGLS collection includes 288 inscriptions dating to specific years between 500 and 650. Examining them ([Fig. 5](#fig05){ref-type="fig"}) reveals no observable effect that could be attributed to plague: Neither a sharp decline in inscription production reflecting demographic collapse, nor a slow decrease in inscription production that could reflect economic decline. The drop in the number of inscriptions in the early 7th century, on the other hand, is the visible outcome of the Sasanian conquest of Syria during the 610s. The trend did not reverse during the brief Byzantine reconquest or the subsequent early Islamic conquests in later decades. Notably, had this dataset been examined at a lower resolution (50- to 100-y intervals) as is sometimes done with "datable" plague data, the 610s drop could easily be added to one of the first waves and misinterpreted as plague-related depopulation.
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A similar search using the Heidelberg Epigraphic Database (<https://edh-www.adw.uni-heidelberg.de/home>), a dataset of 79,846 mostly Latin inscriptions predominantly from the central and western Mediterranean, found 68 6th century inscriptions datable to a single year ([Fig. 6](#fig06){ref-type="fig"}). Although the decadal scale of this high-resolution corpus shows a general decrease over time, no immediate plague effect was observed. The substantial drop in inscriptions occurred only a decade after the onset of plague (the 550s). Since the decrease did not persist---the next decade saw an upswing---the brief reduction during the 550s should probably be seen as a random outlier in the slower decreasing trend in inscription production in the post-Roman kingdoms.

![Inscriptions per decade in the Epigraphic Database Heidelberg (HED), annual resolution (<https://edh-www.adw.uni-heidelberg.de/home>).](pnas.1903797116fig06){#fig06}

The Epigrafik-Datenbank Clauss-Slaby (EDCS, <http://www.manfredclauss.de/>) epigraphic database, which records 519,109 inscriptions from 36 databases, reveals similar results. The majority of inscriptions had resolutions of decades to centuries, and we included only the 570 that were dated to within an annual interval. Upon closer examination, half the inscriptions of the small spike in 543 come from Rome and Sbeitla ([Fig. 7](#fig07){ref-type="fig"}).
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Another high-resolution subset of inscriptions (161 of over 41,000 inscriptions that are dated to a specific year in the 6th century) from late antique Rome shows a spike in inscriptions in 543 and a subsequent decline ([Fig. 8](#fig08){ref-type="fig"}). While some have seen in this evidence for plague ([@r21]), temporal correlation is insufficient to confirm a connection. The only direct evidence for plague in Rome in this period is a one-line reference to "a great pestilence \[that\] ravaged the land of Italy" in 543 in the continuation of the chronicler Marcellinus ([@r39]). This epidemic coincided with the Gothic Wars, which devastated Italy in the early and mid-540s. Rome was besieged several times, notably from 545 to 546, causing famine as well as deaths due to warfare. Procopius, who reports on the siege in detail, claims that only 500 local men (likely an underestimate) remained in the city after it ([@r26]). These political--military factors more readily explain the absence of inscriptions in the late 540s and early 550s. An additional dataset of ∼31,000 inscriptions from Spain includes only 40 that can be precisely dated within an annual resolution, but nonetheless does not show a substantial decline in inscriptions beginning in the 540s ([Fig. 9](#fig09){ref-type="fig"}).
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Contemporary Coins Show No Obvious Break during the Plague Period {#s5}
=================================================================

Numismatic evidence for the JP's impact on economic relations is also nonexistent. Although no comprehensive datasets for 6th century coin production have been assembled, 2 important local datasets show no visible change in coin circulation in the 540s. In [*SI Appendix*, Figs. S2 and S3](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1903797116/-/DCSupplemental), coins can be dated to a specific year based on their mint mark, another high-resolution dataset. Like inscriptions, of the many thousands of coins recovered in the excavations in each city only a few could be dated with annual precision.

Antioch was perhaps the third largest city in the Empire and the Mediterranean, and one of the few cities that produced coins. In 540, the Sasanian emperor Khosrow sacked the city. The attack undoubtedly explains the absence of coins minted in Antioch for most of the 540s. Nonetheless, coins produced in other cities did reach Antioch, suggesting that both coin production and circulation continued as earlier. The absence of a clear signal (i.e., short drop or long-term decline) in the data serves as more evidence against demographic collapse or disruption of trade networks due to plague outbreaks. The smaller provincial capital Berytus (modern Beirut) was not attacked and similarly shows no visible drop associated with plague. Although John of Ephesus likely passed through or near both cities en route to Constantinople, the numismatic evidence appears to contradict his apocalyptic report ([@r27]).

Land Use during the Plague Period Does Not Confirm Plague Narrative {#s6}
===================================================================

Land use, independent of the historical and archaeological evidence, can be examined through palynological data, which shows changes in the proportion of pollen of different plants from subsequent layers of lake or peat sediments. Until now, this evidence has not been brought to bear on the JP. However, given the tendency among maximalists to take the Black Death as the model for the demographic and economic impact of the initial outbreak of the JP (e.g., refs. [@r6], [@r40], and [@r41]), comparing the impact that the initial outbreaks of the 2 plague pandemics had on the landscape may help validate the maximalist paradigm for the JP.

The initial outbreak of the Second Pandemic in Europe, the Black Death, had dramatic effects on the countryside in several European regions ([@r42]). As villages were depopulated and fields were abandoned, landscapes were transformed. Less anthropogenic pressure resulted in the "rewilding" of the landscape and a widespread process of secondary ecological succession of uncultivated species into former fields or pastures. This environmental effect of the Black Death, and the late medieval crisis more generally, has been convincingly demonstrated for several regions, such as the southern Swedish uplands ([@r43]). There a large, regional-scale analysis of multiple comparatively high-resolution cereal pollen datasets has shown a decline soon after the Black Death. Although not all European regions for which palynological data are available evidence a dramatic change of scenery following the onset of the Second Pandemic, areas of Ireland and Estonia for example ([@r44]), evidence similar to that available for southern Sweden exists for The Netherlands ([@r44], [@r45]), northern Greece ([@r46], [@r47]), central Italy ([@r48]), and perhaps the Czech lands and Brandenburg ([@r49]). In all of these cases, visible landscape change occurred within decades of the outbreak of the Black Death and has been argued to stem from high plague mortality and outward migration (despite low data resolution that ranges between 50 and 100 y).

Abundant palynological data exist also for the first millennium CE in the eastern Mediterranean ([@r50], [@r51]), with aggregated data available for large regions in Greece, Bulgaria, and Turkey \[[@r47], following the methods of Izdebski et al. ([@r49]), which are more precise and robust than those of Lagerås et al. ([@r43])\] (see [*SI Appendix*, Fig. S4](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1903797116/-/DCSupplemental) for a detailed map). If the outbreak of the JP in 541 reduced anthropogenic pressure on the landscape in a manner similar to the outbreak of the Black Death in 1346 to 1353, these pollen data should reveal it in the form of significant trend changes over the 6th century record.

Following an earlier study of the region's palynology ([@r47]), we considered the 2 most important indicators. *Cerealia*-type pollen represents the proportion of the pollen of cultivated cereals (wheat, barley, rye, and oat) in a given sample. This is a proxy for the overall spatial scale of cereal cultivation in a given region and should reflect the impact that plague-related depopulation could have on a regional landscape. The results for the northeastern Mediterranean in the first millennium CE are shown in [Fig. 10](#fig010){ref-type="fig"}. The 6th century saw no significant change in the overall trend in the proportion of cereal pollen. Regions already experiencing a decline in cereal cultivation continue the same trend (e.g., northern Greece, related to warfare and invasions in the Balkans), and regions where cereal cultivation was expanding did not experience a reversal in this trend (e.g., southern Greece, related to the increased demand for grain after the founding of Constantinople). Therefore, the most important pollen indicator for plague- and demography-related landscape change, which has been used to trace the environmental impact of the Black Death, does not show similar effects for the outbreak of the JP.

![Regional percentage values of cereal pollen for selected eastern Mediterranean regions. The values for northern Greece, eastern Bulgaria, and southwest Turkey appear on the secondary (right) axis ([@r47]).](pnas.1903797116fig010){#fig010}

Since pine is one of the first plants to flourish on abandoned agricultural land and pastures in the northern parts of the eastern Mediterranean (true today and in late antiquity), its pollen can be used to approximate the scale of the rewilding of the landscape ([@r52]). As [Fig. 11](#fig011){ref-type="fig"} demonstrates, there is no unexpected mid-6th century increase in pine pollen that would attest to the quick growth of pine on abandoned agricultural lands. The evidence rejects any hypothesis that the mid-6th century was a major watershed in landscape history in 6 of the 7 regions for which data are available. Although north central Turkey (inland Pontus, Amasya-Tokat area) shows a change in the proportional values of pine pollen around the 6th century, there is no written evidence to tie changes there to the JP. Northwest Turkey (lower Sakarya valley) displays the beginning of a minor trend that appears insignificant within the broader context.

![Regional percentage values of pine pollen for selected eastern Mediterranean regions. Values for north-central Turkey, western Bulgaria, and southwestern Turkey appear on the secondary (right) axis ([@r47]).](pnas.1903797116fig011){#fig011}

Additionally, the most highly-resolved pollen record from the eastern Mediterranean covering this period shows no evidence of catastrophic agrarian decline or land abandonment during the mid-6th century. The sediments from Nar lake in Cappadocia are annually layered and pollen has been sampled at a 20-y time interval ([@r53]). Whereas the pollen of cereals and olive trees declines abruptly and catastrophically at the end of the 7th century, coincident with the early Islamic conquests, there was no such impact during the decades following the first occurrence of the plague pandemic, indicating rural landscape continuity.

In sum, palynological data from several eastern Mediterranean regions, including some close to important Roman trade networks and large urban centers, such as Constantinople, said to have been devastated by plague, not only fail to support the maximalist interpretation of the JP, but provide evidence for rejecting the 14th century Black Death as a model for the 541 outbreak of the JP. These data do not show an impact following the initial occurrence of the JP on landscapes in the eastern Mediterranean that is in any way similar to the impact that the Black Death had on landscapes in Europe.

Plague DNA, Epidemiology, and Ecology {#s7}
=====================================

One line of evidence that has, despite its novelty, received significant attention in histories of the JP and the First Pandemic is the isolation of *Y. pestis* DNA from the skeletal remains of late antique plague victims. Successful captures of the pathogen have, for most scholars, resolved a controversial debate about the plague diagnosis of the JP and the First Pandemic (e.g., refs. [@r21], [@r54], and [@r55]). They are also employed to uphold the claim that the JP and late antique plague recurrences killed millions.

To date, *Y. pestis* DNA has been isolated from ∼45 individuals in central and western Europe dating to late antiquity ([*SI Appendix*, Table S1](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1903797116/-/DCSupplemental)). The identification of the plague pathogen in late antique skeletal assemblages is often construed to suggest that the JP and late antique plague recurrences killed a very large number of people ([@r1], [@r6], [@r17], [@r22], [@r40]), but this is merely a conjecture. It cannot be assumed that *Y. pestis* killed thousands or millions everywhere it is found. In the absence of written or serial evidence for demographic trends, such as that available for the Second Pandemic, the evidence presented above is among the most representative of population trends during the First Pandemic and it fails to support the claim that the JP significantly impacted population levels.

False-negatives are a reality for several reasons ([*SI Appendix*](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1903797116/-/DCSupplemental)), but few *Y. pestis* DNA finds correlate spatiotemporally (roughly or with precision) to documented outbreaks of late antique plague, such as Procopius' account of the JP at Constantinople. Furthermore, few *Y. pestis* isolations are associated with mass graves ([*SI Appendix*, Table S1](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1903797116/-/DCSupplemental)). While such burials are not necessarily markers of plague outbreaks, as discussed below, they have received much attention in relation to the JP ([@r1], [@r2]). Roughly 40 mass graves (5 or more simultaneous inhumations) in the Mediterranean region and Europe are known for the 6th and 7th centuries, which surpasses the number known for the 5th and 8th centuries ([@r1], [@r2]), but this is nonetheless a minuscule tally. Several factors account for the failure to isolate *Y. pestis* DNA consistently or at all from mass graves and areas where large plague outbreaks are reported ([*SI Appendix*](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1903797116/-/DCSupplemental)), but the current concentration of positive detections in other contexts does not support maximalist accounts.

Some of the early attempts to isolate *Y. pestis* DNA remain problematic and incomplete ([@r55], [@r56]). For example, PCR-amplified *Y. pestis* DNA, identified in mass graves from Sens and Vienne ([*SI Appendix*, Table S1](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1903797116/-/DCSupplemental)), could not have been present in those remains or was mistyped, as it was identified as a branch 1 strain (*Orientalis*) and, likely evolved less than 250 y ago ([@r15], [@r16]).

The more recent single-nucleotide polymorphism (SNP)-typing and genomic work that has now identified *Y. pestis* in England, France, Germany, and Spain ([@r4], [@r16], [@r17]) provides several important insights on First Pandemic plague. It is now clear, for example, that the JP and the Black Death were separate emergences of a very similar yet distinct *Y. pestis* strain from what are likely to have been wild (but as of yet unidentified) rodent reservoirs, that plague was present in England in the mid-6th century, that *Y. pestis* diversified and was sustained in Europe during the 6th and 7th centuries, and that late antique plague strains interleave *Y. pestis* strains isolated from wild rodents and their fleas in Xinjiang, China, and neighboring Kyrgyzstan. Available data also suggest that the JP resulted from a singular emergence with what appears presently to be low genetic diversity, although this is a common characteristic of this clonal pathogen and the available sample size is small.

As valuable as these insights are, they do not lend credence to maximalist interpretations of the JP or the First Pandemic as some suppose. In fact, based on current genetic evidence, it could be argued that plague was less prevalent in the First Pandemic than the second. *Y. pestis* genomes isolated from late antique remains have no known descendants, meaning either that they have yet to be sampled in an existing plague reservoir or that they went extinct as many *Y. pestis* strains have over the bacterium's evolutionary history ([@r4], [@r16], [@r17], [@r57]). This stands in current contrast with Second Pandemic strains, the most basal of which sits very close to the base of a polytomy of multiple branches on the *Y. pestis* tree, which are in turn very closely related (putatively directly ancestral) to Third Pandemic strains and others disseminated across the globe today ([@r58]). That currently sequenced *Y. pestis* strains associated with the JP and the First Pandemic are not directly ancestral to later strains could mean that late antique plague was not established in multiple, long-lived, or highly active reservoirs in any region. This includes western Eurasia and North Africa, where the First Pandemic is known to have spread, central Asia, where it may have emerged and where other plague strains have long persisted, and East Africa, from where some scholars hypothesize the JP reached the Mediterranean ([@r4], [@r16], [@r58], [@r59]). Notably, the fewer, shorter lived, and less active the reservoirs, the less human plague there will be.

Furthermore, the recent detection of virulence-linked gene loss in some JP-era *Y. pestis* genomes, one of which dates to within 80 y of the onset of the First Pandemic, may be important ([@r16]). This gene decay may have "facilitated immune evasion," as previously suggested ([@r16]), or it may indicate that the pathogen adjusted to European reservoir species or that it went through attenuation not long after the First Pandemic commenced. This attenuation could have minimized the number of successful transmissions (i.e., virulence) and, therefore, the number of potentially infected individuals. Thus, while the isolation of *Y*. *pestis* from 7th and possibly 8th century contexts ([*SI Appendix*, Table S1](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1903797116/-/DCSupplemental)) indicates late antique Mediterranean or European plague reservoirs maintained the pathogen for decades or longer, and while plague has been isolated from late antique individuals from multiple European regions, available genomic data leave open the possibility that First Pandemic plague was less prevalent than Second Pandemic plague.

Many questions remain unanswered, and more genetic data are certain to emerge, but in the available DNA evidence itself one cannot find confirmation or support of maximalist readings of the JP or First Pandemic as previously claimed. It is also critical to emphasize that our understanding of JP-era *Y. pestis* is incomplete. Most reconstructed First and Second Pandemic genomes are draft genomes; they have been, as future reconstructed genomes will also be, enriched via the use of baits (small RNA molecules), designed on the basis of existing genomic diversity of *Y. pestis* from publicly available databases ([@r60]). Truly "novel" sequence, in late antique *Y. pestis* genomes, which might have enabled transmission and thus wide dissemination for instance, will not, under the current methods, be detected, unless enough *Y. pestis* DNA preserves in an individual from which the genome can be de novo reconstructed.

To understand the scope and probable demographic toll of the JP and the First Pandemic, an idea of how the disease spread within and between settlements would be very valuable. The debate about the mechanics of the Black Death's dissemination within Mediterranean and European spheres, and beyond, continues, as it does for later Second Pandemic outbreaks ([@r9], [@r54], [@r61]). With far less evidence for the JP and First Pandemic plague, we are unlikely to solve this problem soon, if at all. Plague is an ecologically complex disease and a number of variables must coalesce for it to spread widely and kill many. The well-documented Third Pandemic demonstrates how, in a more recent context, mortality and prevalence were considerably lower than the Second Pandemic and highly variable on regional and local scales.

That transmission mechanics of *Y. pestis* during late antiquity remain unknown must further caution us against claiming that the JP or late antique plague in general was nearly omnipresent. Indeed, for over a century scholars have debated how the JP diffused within and between settlements. Current evidence and models implicate sylvatic and commensal rodents, rodent fleas, human ectoparasites (fleas and lice), and respiratory transmission (pneumonic plague). Gastrointestinal plague has hitherto received less attention. Although transmission mechanics greatly determine probable disease incidence, prevalence, and mortality, there is currently no way to discern how the JP or First Pandemic recurrences spread. Therefore, mortality estimates for settlements or regions where the disease was present remain wholly speculative. That potential for *Y. pestis* dispersal and transmission mechanics would have differed greatly between settlements and regions in late antiquity, as they have in other periods, complicates this matter considerably.

Archaeological Contributions Reveal Continuity Rather than Change {#s8}
=================================================================

In recent JP literature, evidence of multiple or mass burials has been used as a proxy for high plague mortality, especially through association with positive ancient DNA tests of remains from those burials. The archaeological contexts in which *Y. pestis* has been identified, however, have garnered less attention ([@r1], [@r2]). For example, much attention has been devoted to the late antique cemetery of Aschheim, Bavaria. The first reliable isolations of JP-era *Y. pestis* came from individuals buried there ([*SI Appendix*, Table S1](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1903797116/-/DCSupplemental)). Although maximalists made much of these discoveries ([@r3], [@r6]), little effort was made to contextualize them. Significantly, reconstructed demographics for Aschheim reveal population fluctuations that are incompatible with the maximalist narrative: While a small decrease in the settlement's population occurred in the decades around the JP's outbreak, it increased sharply immediately afterward ([*SI Appendix*, Fig. S5](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1903797116/-/DCSupplemental)) ([@r62]). Similarly, we must rethink our approach to the relationship between burial practices and late antique plague, particularly in the light of still insufficient DNA testing of mass burials ([*SI Appendix*, Table S1](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1903797116/-/DCSupplemental)).

Not all mass or multiple burials are plague pits or the result of disease. Burial in the same grave may reflect cultural factors, such as social or family ties ([@r63]), rather than disease-related deaths. As [Fig. 12](#fig012){ref-type="fig"} demonstrates (coverage in [*SI Appendix*, Fig. S6 and Table S2](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1903797116/-/DCSupplemental)), there is no obvious difference between the ratio of multiple burials to total burials found in all of the cemeteries in which *Y*. *pestis* has been identified to date, and the equivalent ratio from a near-comprehensive survey of inhumation burials in Britain between the mid-4th through the 6th and early 7th centuries. In other words, the onset of the JP did not result in an increase in the multiple burial ratio in the subsequent few centuries.

![(*Left*) Multiple inhumation burials from all First Pandemic cemeteries in which *Y. pestis* was isolated compared to a near comprehensive British dataset of burials. (*Right*) Increasing frequency in multiple inhumation burials began in Britain at least a century before the JP ([@r16], [@r64], [@r65]).](pnas.1903797116fig012){#fig012}

Notably, a closer examination of the British data reveals that burials with multiple inhumations had been slowly increasing since the 4th century. In a study of 8,207 burials across the island from cemeteries used in the late Roman and early medieval periods, the data demonstrate that multiple burials (both contemporary and consecutive) were increasing ([@r64], [@r65]). They comprised ∼2.43% of 3,541 graves from cemeteries used in the late Roman and early post-Roman periods, 3.47% of 2,447 burials in cemeteries used from circa 400 to 500, and 4.10% of 2,219 graves begun in the second half of the 5th century. Hence, the ratio of multiple burials reached the level associated with the JP around the mid-5th century, if not earlier. Similar analysis is needed for the continent for more secure results, but the prevalence of multiple inhumations was not linked to the JP in Britain at least, despite the DNA evidence for plague there in the 6th century and the emphasis of Bede and others on "pestilence" and "mortality" ([@r16], [@r41]).

Many individuals were interred in multiple burials in late Roman and early-medieval Britain for reasons having nothing to do with their cause of death. Social identity(-ies) were likely more important factors than cause of death in the choice to include the individuals in multiple burials. Stoodley ([@r65]) has demonstrated that there is a gendered patterning to multiple burials of individuals using Anglo-Saxon material culture: Infants and young children were more likely to be buried with adult females, while older children were more likely to be buried with adult males. Children in particular may have been included in multiple inhumations because their communities ascribed to them different social identities than adults ([@r67]). Both interpretations, gendered patterning and social identity, are convincing because children, given their less-robust immune systems, are rarely buried together, suggesting that multiple burials had multiple meanings, and often had nothing to do with the simultaneous death of the individuals from disease ([@r66], [@r67]).

Even in the event of contemporary death and inhumation of more than 1 individual within a community, *Y. pestis* need not be the cause. Poor health and inadequate diets in late antiquity compromised immune systems and made death from disease more likely, especially for younger individuals in urban environments ([@r68], [@r69]). Physical and nutritional stress contributed to the impact of epidemics, including those of *Y. pestis* ([@r70]). Furthermore, one must not ascribe all multiple fatalities to the JP. Other epidemics, perhaps pandemics and subsistence crises, negatively impacted late antique populations ([@r21], [@r71], [@r72]). Their victims filled mass graves too. Diseases such as malaria could have also resulted in atypical morbidity patterns ([@r73], [@r74]). Importantly, the pathogenic remnants of some of these diseases (notably RNA viruses) are difficult to detect today ([@r60]).

Upon closer examination, the claim that trends in multiple burials evidence plague mortality in late antiquity is dubious. Late antique burial customs---in the form of the social identities created for the deceased by the living---are a more likely explanation for the practice of multiple burials than the JP. Even in the case of simultaneous or near-simultaneous death within the same community, non-JP epidemics and food shortages could be the cause. Further genetic research into late antique *Y. pestis*, therefore, warrants random sampling of single burials.

Conclusion {#s9}
==========

The consensus maximalist position asserts that the JP reduced the population of the late antique Mediterranean and Europe by more than a third, killing tens of millions and ending antiquity. Such extraordinary claims demand extraordinary evidence. We find little evidential support for the claim that the JP was a watershed event. In this paper, we have introduced recent evidence and contextualized old evidence relevant to the discussion of the first recorded plague pandemic. We have built upon work in distinct but complementary fields of study, integrating multiple independent high-resolution lines of data: Papyri, inscriptions, and coins, alongside more comprehensive surveys of lower-resolution data, such as pollen and burials. We also critically assessed late antique *Y. pestis* finds.

Our survey of this evidence reveals that a massive plague mortality is all but invisible in contemporary quantitative datasets. We contend that this is sufficient evidence to reject the current scientific and humanistic consensus of the JP as a major driver of demographic change in the 6th century Mediterranean region.

Although precise estimates are beyond the currently available evidence, the multiple quantitative and qualitative datasets collected here indicate no plague-related empire-wide demographic contraction. We have no more basis for the current maximalist estimate of a 50% demographic loss than we would have for a minimalist estimate of 0.1%. Late antique plague mortality was spatially uneven, as plague ecology and epidemiology dictates. Some regions may have suffered higher mortality at certain times---such as Constantinople during the first outbreak---but it cannot be assumed all did. On the basis of the available data, sudden and dramatic population loss was almost certainly the exception, not the rule. All high-resolution and most low-resolution quantitative measures the authors know of show no observable effect of plague on late antique demographics.

We suggest that further research should analyze plague events at the local level in regions endowed with multiple lines of evidence instead of constructing grand narratives of "Roman decline" and demographic collapse. For each site, the available direct and indirect evidence for plague should be employed to understand if and how disease transformed local communities. Such microstudies would serve as a foundation for a more nuanced interpretation of late antique plague.

Based on the evidence presented above, we believe that the JP and the so-called "First Pandemic" bear comparatively little resemblance to the Second Pandemic and the Black Death, which significantly affected the demography, economy, and landscape of western Eurasia and North Africa ([@r75][@r76]--[@r77]). In light of the paucity of supporting evidence, the "First Pandemic" label is problematic. More broadly, the scholarly treatment of the JP demonstrates the dangers of uncritical multidisciplinarity ([@r78]). Although interdisciplinary approaches to the study of the past frequently advance research, they can also inadvertently employ circular reasoning to produce and reinforce erroneous narratives that are often difficult to detect.
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